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1. Known Issues and Limitations
1.1. Security Notice
HP ZCentral Connect has the following security vulnerability that can be remedied by the customer:
The installation process creates a certificate signed by a self-signed Certificate Authority used to encrypt network communication with the ZCentral Connect Manager.
To use a different certificate, please follow the guide described in section: Using your own certificate of the User Guide.

1.2. Known Issues and Limitations
ZCentral Connect Manager
In general, there may only be 1000 of each given resource in the ZCentral Connect Manager. Creating more than this amount of each resource can result in undefined
behavior. An example of a supported configuration would be managing 1000 Hosts, 1000 Users and 1000 Pools simultaneously.
The backup and restore feature for Host AMT passwords is limited to the same operating system instance where the ZCentral Connect Manager was first installed. If the
operating system is reinstalled or the machine changes, Host AMT passwords must be manually re-entered by the Administrator.
Kerberos authentication for Intel® AMT is not supported when the Manager service is running as LOCALSYSTEM.
Before creating a Managed Service Account (MSA) for use with the ZCentral Connect Manager, the Key Distribution Service (KDS) must be configured with a root key. After
creating a KDS root key, you must wait 10 hours for the key to become active before creating an MSA.
Changing the account used to run the ZCentral Connect Manager service after installation is not supported.
When editing AMT credentials for Hosts through the Manage Host interface in the Administrator Portal, if the browser is set to save passwords automatically, there is a
chance that the main Hosts table shows as empty. This can happen because the browser password autofill feature mistakenly fills the Model cell of the filter with the
AMT Username. To circumvent this behavior please disable the autofill settings and/or clear the saved passwords on your browser for the Administrator Portal.
When filtering in any text field, search strings using an '_' or '%' may return more results than expected.
During the update process the firewall rule is removed and recreated. If custom ports are being used, the ports on the firewall rule have to be updated manually. To do
this, open 'Windows Defender Firewall', select 'Advanced settings' on the left panel and update the rule 'HP ZCentral Connect Manager' to open the correct ports.
When a Host is configured to be managed with AMT, there is a chance that its AMT status is kept as Pending for an indefinite amount of time. If after some minutes, the
AMT status has not transitioned to Ready or Error, go into the Manager's Hosts page, click on the Host and then click in the Refresh Monitoring Data button on the
Manage Host panel to fix this issue.
Logging out of the ZCentral Connect Portal will effectively log out all instances of the same username from ZCentral Connect.

ZCentral Connect Agent
Deployment of each HP ZCentral Connect Agent requires manual steps to retrieve an authorization code from the ZCentral Connect Manager in order to complete
installation and registration. See the Example Scripts section of the Agent Deployment Guide for sample scripts to help alleviate long deployments on hundreds of Hosts.
There is a limitation that can occur if the Manager disconnects from the network connecting to the Agents for a long time. This typically happens when the Manager has
more than 200 Agents connected and the connection is lost for more than 24 hours. When this condition is met, the Manager may miss a few updates from Agents,
making it look as though Agents are disconnected, when in fact, they are connected. To recover from this scenario, there are two options:
1. Restart the Manager service.
2. Navigate to the Administrator Portal on the Hosts page and click Refresh Monitoring Data on the Manage Host modal for each Host with a disconnected
Agent.
The Agent reports whether a Host has been logged into regardless of whether it was through HP ZCentral Remote Boost or not and reports an error if the Remote Boost
Sender is not running. It does not report whether a user is actively connected to a Host with Remote Boost.

2. Troubleshooting ZCentral Connect Manager
2.1. ZCentral Connect Manager Logs
For information and diagnostic purposes, ZCentral Connect Manager records its activity in two logs: Windows Event Log and an internal log file. The Event Log entries can be read
to check if the service was started, stopped, or if an error occurred during its execution, while the internal logs can provide useful information about runtime problems.

2.1.1. Accessing ZCentral Connect Windows Event Log
To check for ZCentral Connect Manager and/or Agent service activity, follow the steps below:
1. Click on the Start Menu, search for "Event Viewer" and open it.
2. In the left side menu, locate and then click on "Windows Logs", and then "Application".
3. Once the entries are loaded (this can take a while), the ZCentral Connect Manager entries can be found by looking at the "Source" column.

2.1.2. Accessing ZCentral Connect Internal Log
If ZCentral Connect Manager is not behaving correctly and the issue you are facing cannot be repaired using any section described in this Troubleshooting page, follow the
instructions below to enable and collect the diagnostic logs:
1. Press Win + E to open a Windows Explorer window.
2. Navigate to the following address: %PROGRAMDATA%\HP\ZCentralConnectManager.
3. Collect all the files beginning with Manager.log.

2.1.3. Changing Log Level
1. Navigate to the folder where HP ZCentral Connect Manager is installed, typically %PROGRAMFILES%\HP\ZCentralConnectManager.
2. Open the file log4net.config using a Text Editor.
3. Change the line <level value="INFO"> to <level value="TRACE">
4. Save the changes you have made to the file.
5. Click on the Start Menu and type services.msc to open the Windows Services list.
6. Scroll down to the HP ZCentral Connect Manager service, click on it and restart using the left side menu.
7. Reproduce the issue that you are facing.
8. Navigate to the following folder: %PROGRAMDATA%\HP\ZCentralConnectManager.
9. Collect all the files beginning with Manager.log.

2.2. Manager Service
2.2.1. This application is only supported on Windows 10, Windows Server 2016 and Windows Server
2019
HP ZCentral Connect Manager can only be installed on Windows 10, Windows Server 2016 or Windows Server 2019 machines.

2.2.2. Installer requires .NET Framework 4.7.1
Please download and install .NET Framework 4.7.1 and retry the installation. The following link can be used to download .NET Framework:
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=56115
NOTE Windows 10 requires at least version 1607 in order to install .NET Framework 4.7.1. More information can be found at: https://docs.microsoft.com/enus/dotnet/framework/get-started/system-requirements

2.2.3. Installer shows a warning that it could not contact the Active Directory domain
If you see the following warning while installing HP ZCentral Connect Manager:

Please verify that:
The computer that the HP ZCentral Connect Manager is installed on is joined to an Active Directory domain.
The domain controller is reachable from the computer running the ZCentral Connect Manager.
The account installing HP ZCentral Connect Manager is a member of an Active Directory domain.
Installation will continue, but HP ZCentral Connect Manager functionality may be limited if this error is not resolved.

2.2.4. Installer cannot start HP ZCentral Connect Manager service
If you see the following error while installing HP ZCentral Connect Manager:

Please verify that:
The selected hostname is resolvable by DNS.
The selected ports are not in use by another application.
If all criteria are met and the problem continues, please check the Manager logs for further details:
1. Navigate to the following address: %PROGRAMDATA%\HP\ZCentralConnectManager.
2. Double-Click on Manager.log.
3. Examine the log file content and look for a resolution below:

"Hostname does not resolve to a valid IP address"
This could happen if your operating system is not capable of resolving the selected hostname as a valid IP Address. In order to test your hostname:
1. Click on the Start Menu, search for "Command Prompt" and open it.
2. Type: ping <hostname> and press Enter .
3. The command nslookup <hostname> can be used to verify if the hostname can be resolved.
The selected hostname must be reachable from the local machine.

"Certificate is not a valid certificate store" or "Unable to setup encryption keys"
Your operating system may not be supported by HP ZCentral Connect Manager. Please be sure to install HP ZCentral Connect Manager on a Windows 10, Windows Server 2016 or
Windows Server 2019 machine.

"Failed to bind the certificate to the port" or "Another certificate is already bound to port"
This means another application may be using one or more of the same ports that HP ZCentral Connect Manager is trying to use. Try selecting a different port for the Manager.
Use the following steps to examine any certificates that are already bound to the web server port, and delete them if necessary:
1. Click on the Start Menu, search for "Command Prompt", right-click it and select "Run as Administrator".
2. Verify that there is a certificate already bound to the address and port, by typing: netsh http show sslcert
3. Delete the associated binding: netsh http delete sslcert ipport=<ip>:<port>
Example: netsh http delete sslcert ipport=0.0.0.0:443
4. Validate that SSL binding was deleted: netsh http show sslcert
5. Click retry in the installer.

"Failed to listen on prefix https://hostname:port because it conflicts with an existing registration on the machine" or "Only one usage of each socket address
(protocol/network address/port) is normally permitted" or "The port may be in use by another application. Verify if no other application is using the port"
Please make sure the selected port is not in use by another application on this machine. If you are not sure whether other applications are using the same port:
1. Click on the Start Menu, search for "Command Prompt", right-click it and select "Run as Administrator".
2. Type the following to show all processes using network ports on this machine: netstat -aon | find /i "listening"
3. With the PID, you can identify which process is listening to the target network port.
If there are no processes listening on the desired port, make sure this port is not reserved by another application:
1. Using the same Command Prompt, type the following command: netsh http show urlacl
2. Verify if there is an active reservation to the hostname or the port in one of these formats:
https://hostname:port
https://*:port
https://+:port
3. If the reservation is undesired in this system, you can delete using the following command:
netsh http delete urlacl url=(value of "Reserved URL" in the output of netsh http show urlacl)
NOTE If none of the solutions above resolved the problem, follow the instructions described in the section: ZCentral Connect Manager Logs of this Troubleshooting page to gather
logs and diagnose the issue.

Errors due to permissions
In most cases the permissions required by the service account running the Manager are configured either during installation time or with the Manager Config application.
Sometimes a system configuration can cause permissions to be missed. Giving the system account local computer Administrator permissions will allow for the service to start.

NOTE Giving local computer Administrator permissions can give more access then required to the service account. This should only be done if there is no way to provide only the
required permissions.

2.2.5. HP ZCentral Connect Manager service does not start after reboot
If ZCentral Connect Manager service does not automatically start after a reboot, it is possible that the system where the Manager was installed has too many initialization tasks
and is not able to start all services in a timely fashion. To overcome this problem, there are two possible solutions:
Solution 1: Update ZCentral Connect Manager service configuration to 'Delayed Start'
Open '''services.msc''' as an Administrator.
Find the '''HP ZCentral Connect Manager''' entry, right-click on it and access the '''Properties''' option.
On Startup type, change the default '''Automatic''' option to '''Automatic (Delayed Start)'''.
Click OK.
With this option, ZCentral Connect Manager will start only when all the other initialization tasks of the Operating System are complete.
Solution 2: Update services timeout in the registry - Open '''regedit''', the Windows Registry Editor, as an Administrator - Navigate to
'''HKEYLOCALMACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control''' - With the control folder selected, right click in the pane on the right and select new DWORD Value - Name the new
DWORD: ServicesPipeTimeout - Right-click ServicesPipeTimeout, and then click Modify - Click Decimal, type '180000', and then click OK
With this option the default service startup timeout will be changed from the default of 30 seconds to 180 seconds (3 minutes).

2.2.6. Manager is installed but not reachable from other machines in the network
If the ZCentral Connect Manager is reachable from the machine where it was installed but not from other machines, there could be a problem with the network or firewall setup.
Follow these steps:
1. Validate that the address being used matches the Hostname or one of the Additional Addresses that the Manager is configured to respond on.
2. Validate that the machine where the Manager is installed is connected to correct network.
3. Validate that the machine where the Manager is installed is reachable from other machines in that same network. If ICMP echo requests are enabled in the firewall, ping
command could be used to validate network connectivity.
In some systems, opening ports manually in your firewall solution may be required. Follow the steps below if Windows Firewall is being used:
1. Click on the Start Menu and type wf.msc
2. Click on Inbound Rules in the left panel.
3. Click Action, and then click New rule.
4. On the Rule Type page of the New Inbound Rule Wizard, click Port, and then click Next.
5. Specify the two TCP ports required for ZCentral Connect Manager that were defined during installation. If the default ports are being used, the port description looks like:
443,8883.
6. On the Action page, select Allow the connection, and then click Next.
7. On the Profile page, select the network location types to which this rule applies, and then click Next.
8. On the Name page, type a HP ZCentral Connect Manager Ports and then click Finish.

2.2.7. Manager installation rolls back with message: "Unable to give access to account for port requested.
This was due to a failure adding URL Access Control List reservation."
For the Manager service to be run by non-system administrators the access to the URL namespace needs to be given to the user. This is because the web service requires
permissions to listen on the network interfaces. To grant access the URL that the Manager will use needs to be reserved for the service account. The installer will add this
reservation for all addresses on the port used for the web service.
If the installer is unable to add a reservation this message will be shown. This could be due to another service holding a reservation or due to an old configuration that was not
cleaned up. To view the URL Access Control List (ACL) reservation run netsh http show urlacl and look for the URL https://*:port/. By default, this should be https://*:443/.
After verifying that the reservation can be safely removed run the following, netsh http delete urlacl https://*:port/. If the reservation cannot be removed use a
different port for the Manager web service. This is because the web service requires permissions to listen on the network interfaces.

2.2.8. Manager is slow when loading available Pools or choosing Hosts to start Active Sessions
If the Manager is taking several seconds to load available Pools for Reservation creation, or to choose a Host from a Pool when starting an Active Session, the latency may be due
to an issue with the Active Directory connection. To check the speed of your Active Directory connection, run Windows PowerShell on the computer running the Manager and
execute the following command from the prompt:
Measure-Command { (New-Object System.DirectoryServices.DirectorySearcher("(&(objectCategory=User)
(samAccountName=Administrator))")).FindOne().GetDirectoryEntry().memberOf }
If your results show more than a few seconds then there is an issue with Active Directory connectivity that needs to be addressed.

2.2.9. Manager does not update Remote Boost Sender status when uninstalling Remote Boost
On Windows Hosts, if Remote Boost is uninstalled, in certain circumstances, the Agent will not update the Manager that the Host's Remote Boost Sender status is Not Running or
Not Detected. In these cases, the Manager will incorrectly report that the Remote Boost Sender service is Running within the Manage Host panel and the Manager will think that
the Host is Remote Boost ready.
To overcome this issue, either restart the Agent on the Host or reboot the Host machine where the uninstall occurred.

2.3. Certificate
The HP ZCentral Connect Manager uses a certificate to provide authentication and enable encrypted communication. See the Certificates section of the User Guide for more
information.

2.3.1. Expired or Expiring Certificate
If the certificate used by the Manager expires it will no longer be valid for authentication or TLS. A new certificate must be used for the Manager to function correctly again.
If using an enterprise issued certificate, as recommended by HP, a new certificate will need to be issued by the enterprise Certificate Authority. Then the Manager will need to be
setup to use it. For more information see the Using Your Own Certificate section of the User Guide.
If using the certificate created by the installation is the only option, then a new certificate signed by the self-signed Certificate Authority (CA) will need to be created. For more
information on this process see the Renewing HP ZCentral Connect Certificate section of the User Guide. When a new certificate or CA is used, all entities that connect to the
Manager will have to be updated to trust the new certificate. See the sections Accepting the Self-Signed Certificate Authority in Your Environment and Make Agent Trust New
Manager Certificate in the User Guide for details.

2.3.2. Upgrading from version 20.0
To update from a 20.0 version to a newer version of ZCentral Connect always start by upgrading ZCentral Connect Manager. To upgrade, double-click in the
ZCentral_Connect_2022_Manager.msi file in the system where the Manager is installed and follow the upgrade wizard.
NOTE Even if you installed ZCentral Connect using different ports than the default ones (443 and 8883), the upgrade process will open the default ports (443 and 8883) in the
Windows Defender Firewall and it will not open other ports. Please make sure firewall is properly configured if you use custom ports.

Upgrading Agents
It is recommended to upgrade all Agents to the same version. To do that, administrators can update Agents manually or in a batch. For a manual update, access the Installers
Page on the Administrator Portal, select the appropriate Agent installer for the target operating system and follow the Installation section of the Agent Deployment Guide.
For batch update of multiple Agents at a time, follow the Automated Deployment section of the Agent Deployment Guide.
Once upgraded, the version of Agents can be seen in the Manage Host panel for each Host.

Updating 20.0 self-signed certificate
Follow these steps if:
ZCentral Connect was previously installed with version 20.0
ZCentral Connect is using a self-signed certificate or if you have not updated the certificate used by the Manager.
You want ZCentral Connect to be notified of System Events from Intel® AMT.
WARNING: Upgrading the certificate used by the Manager will force all Agents and Users to trust the new certificate or the new Certificate Authority (CA). Browsers will indicate an
insecure connection warning if the new certificate or CA is not trusted by the Client machine. Also, all AMT Alerts subscriptions will be removed in order to clean-up the old
certificate from all AMT devices. The subscriptions will be automatically renewed after 12 hours by default (configurable by altering the setting AmtHardwareEventPolling -please refer to the Advanced Settings section in the User Guide for more details) or can be manually renewed by going into the Manager's Hosts page, clicking on the Host and
then clicking on the Refresh Monitoring Data button in the Manage Host panel.
NOTE ZCentral Connect version 20.1 allows for Agents to automatically trust new certificates when renewing or changing the Manager certificate. For more details please refer to
the section Renewing or Configuring new HP ZCentral Connect Manager Certificate of the User Guide.
To upgrade the certificate used by the Manager to one that was issued by a self-signed CA, follow these steps:

1. Open an Administrator Command Prompt and navigate to the folder where HP ZCentral Connect Manager is installed (usually
%PROGRAMFILES%\HP\ZCentralConnectManager\bin).
2. Type the following command in the Command Prompt to create a CA and press enter:
ManagerConfig.exe ca --create --serviceAccount <Account used to run the Manager service>
3. Type "yes" to continue the procedure when prompted.
4. The thumbprint of the CA will be displayed on the screen. Copy the thumbprint of the CA, it will be needed in the next command.
5. Type the following command in the Command Prompt to renew the Manager certificate and press enter:
ManagerConfig.exe certificate --renew --caThumbprint <Thumbprint of the created CA> --serviceAccount <Account used to run
the Manager service>
6. Information about the certificates and CAs involved will be displayed on the console.
7. The Certificate Renewal Process will be performed and Warnings displayed on the console. Type "yes" to continue the procedure when prompted.
NOTE You can add --quiet to the command to bypass the confirmation required on the console.
NOTE --serviceAccount is needed to give the correct access to the new certificate's private key. Use the same account given during installation.

2.4. Licensing
There are several reasons licensing may fail for the Service Account.
1. The license file is not located in the correct directory. Please ensure that the license file is located in %PROGRAMDATA%\HP\ZCentralConnectManager.
2. The license file is expired. Please check your license file for its expiration date found on the first line, in the format dd-MMM-yyyy.
3. The current software version is not supported by the license file. Please see License Version Date below for details.
4. The license file has been edited. If any of the text in the license file has been edited, the signature becomes invalid.
5. The license file has a hostname other than the server you are running the Manager on. Please ensure the server you have installed the Manager on has the same
hostname you provided during the license redemption process.
To help debug licensing problems, ZCentral Connect Manager records licensing checkout failure warnings in a log file. The log file, Manager.log, is located in
%PROGRAMDATA%\HP\ZCentralConnectManager.
If a licensing checkout fails, an entry containing the string “License Checkout warning for feature:” will be added to the log file. The remainder of the entry will indicate which
checkout error occurred.
If you have questions or need assistance with ZCentral Connect licensing, please contact Support.
NOTE All license files must have a .lic extension.
NOTE The correct hostname is only applicable for a License to Use (LTU). A Trial license does not require a hostname.
NOTE These warnings are intended to provide insight. It is sometimes expected to have a license warning written to the log. The system may write a warning about failure to
checkout an LTU (License to Use) license, but successfully checkout a Trial license for example. This is the intended behavior.

2.4.1. License Version Date
The License Version Date in your license file can be located on the first FEATURE line. It is formatted as YYYY.MMDD and typically corresponds to the date your license was
generated.
This version date is used by the ZCentral Connect licensing mechanism to determine which release your license file supports.
NOTE The license version date should not be confused with the build date. The build date is not used by the ZCentral Connect licensing mechanism.

3. Troubleshooting ZCentral Connect Client
3.1. Client Single Sign On
The HP ZCentral Connect Client Portal is designed to automatically login with your Active Directory account. If your client operating system (Windows, Linux® or MacOS®) is joined
to an Active Directory domain, the HP ZCentral Connect Client Portal will be able to leverage Kerberos to log Users in. By default, browsers will enable Kerberos authentication for
local pages and trusted domains.
NOTE The Web Portal will use automatic single sign on (SSO) but the local Administrator is unable to log in with SSO. To avoid issues use the Admin Login page. Please refer to
Admin Login Page in the User Guide. NOTE HP ZCentral Connect Client Portal will accept typing user credentials if single sign on is not available in your environment. Keep reading
if you are having issues with Single Sign On and want to enable it.
If you see the following window, when accessing the HP ZCentral Connect Client Portal:

Make sure you are accessing the HP ZCentral Connect Client Portal from a domain joined system and follow the steps for your target platform.

3.1.1. Chrome/Firefox on Windows
1. Press Win and type Internet Options.
2. Access the Security tab.
3. Select the Trusted sites zone and click on Sites.
4. Make sure that the domain where the ZCentral Connect Manager service is deployed is being displayed on this list. Example: https://*.mydomain.com
5. Apply the changes and restart your browser.
If you are still having issues, check how the Intranet Authentication is configured in your system:
1. Press Win and type Internet Options.
2. Access the Security tab.
3. Select the Local Intranet zone and click the Custom level... button to open the Security Settings - Local Intranet Zone window.
4. Scroll down to the User Authentication options and select Automatic logon with current user name and password.
5. Apply the changes and restart your browser.

3.1.2. Firefox on Linux®
1. Open Firefox and type about:config in the URL field.
2. In the Search text box, enter: network.negotiate-auth.trusted-uris
3. Double-click the network.negotiate-auth.trusted-uris preference and enter the hostname or the domain of HP ZCentral Connect service. You can separate multiple
domains and hostnames with a comma.

4. Troubleshooting ZCentral Connect Agent
4.1. ZCentral Connect Agent Logs
For information and diagnostic purposes, ZCentral Connect Agent records logs internally to a file and in the Windows Event logs for Windows Installations.
1. In the affected Host, navigate to the folder where HP ZCentral Connect Agent is installed:
On Windows (by default): %PROGRAMFILES%\HP\ZCentralConnectAgent\bin.
On Linux®: /opt/hp/zcentralconnectagent.
2. Open the file log4net.config using a Text Editor.
3. Change the line <level value="INFO"> to <level value="DEBUG">
4. Save the changes you have made to the file.
5. Restart the HP ZCentral Connect Agent service:
On Windows, click on the Start Menu and type services.msc to open the Windows Services list. Scroll down to the HP ZCentral Connect Agent service, click on
it and restart using the left side menu.
On Linux®, open a terminal and run the command: systemctl restart hpzcentralconnectagent
6. Reproduce the issue that you are facing.
7. Navigate to the following folder:
On Windows: %PROGRAMDATA%\HP\ZCentralConnectAgent.
On Linux®: /var/log/hpzcentralconnectagent.
8. Collect all the files beginning with agent.log and send them to HP Support.

Examining Windows Event Log
The Event Log entries can be read to check if the service was started, stopped, or if an error occurred during its execution.
To check for ZCentral Connect Agent service activity, follow the steps below:
1. Click on the Start Menu, search for "Event Viewer" and open it.
2. In the left side menu, locate and then click on "Windows Logs", and then "Application".
3. Once the entries are loaded (this can take a while), the ZCentral Connect Agent entries can be found by looking at the "Source" column.
To inspect ZCentral Connect Agent entries, click on the entries that have the "Source" column set as "HP ZCentral Connect Agent".

4.2. ZCentral Connect Agent Installation Errors
4.2.1. Windows installer fails with message "Unable to connect to Manager"
There are multiple reasons why the Windows installer could fail to contact the Manager:
1. First verify that the Web Address and Web Service Port entered for the Manager are correct. Verify that the ZCentral Connect Manager Service is running. You can do this
by visiting the ZCentral Connect Administrator Portal.
2. Check the firewall rules on the computer that the Manager is installed on to verify that the Web Service Port and the Message Bus Ports are indeed open, particularly if
you are not able to access the Administrator Portal from a browser.
3. If the ZCentral Connect Administrator Portal is clearly accessible from a browser, and proxy settings are being used, make sure the operation system proxy settings
match the browser proxy settings.

4.2.2. Linux® registration fails to contact Manager
There are a couple of specific errors that can occur during Agent registration on Linux® when attempting to contact the ZCentral Connect Manager:
Unable to connect to ZCentral Connect Manager at https://zcentralconnect:443. No such device or address Cannot continue
registration without a trusted ZCentral Connect Manager certificate.
The No such device or address message indicates that the hostname or IP address of the Manager could not be resolved on the network. Check that the correct hostname was
provided to the registration script.
Unable to connect to ZCentral Connect Manager at https://zcentralconnect:443. A task was cancelled. Cannot continue registration
without a trusted ZCentral Connect Manager certificate.
The task was cancelled error could indicate that the Manager hostname was resolvable, but either the port was blocked by a firewall or the ZCentral Connect Manager service was
not running on the port provided. Check that the service is running and accessible by visiting the Administrator Portal. If proxy settings are set on the browser, make sure they are
set on the operating system as well.

4.2.3. Agent finishes installation and registration but does not show Connected on Administrator Portal
Please check the Agent application logs for details about the Agent service:
On Windows:
1. Press Win + E to open a Windows Explorer window.
2. Navigate to the following address: %PROGRAMDATA%\HP\ZCentralConnectAgent.
3. Double-Click on Agent.log.
4. Examine the log file content.

On Linux®:
1. Using a text editor, open /var/log/hpzcentralconnectagent/agent.log.
2. Examine the log file content.
It could happen that installation and registration were able to complete successfully but the Agent is unable to connect to the Message Bus. There would be a log message similar
to: "Message handler was unable to connect to message bus server at <hostname>:<port>". This is an indication that there might be an error with the port. Follow these steps to
address the issue:
1. Verify that the correct port was used during agent configuration.
2. Check firewall rules to ensure that the port is open for the ZCentral Connect Manager.

4.2.4. Error: Package hpzcentralconnectagent Requires: lttng-ust
Agent installation on Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7 requires the package lttng-ust to be previously installed. This package can be obtained using the Extra Packages for
Enterprise Linux® (EPEL) repository.
Follow the steps below as root to obtain the lttng-ust package from EPEL repository:
1. run yum -y install epel-release
2. run yum -y install lttng-ust
3. Install ZCentral Connect Agent.

4.3. Agent Disconnects Unexpectedly
An Agent disconnection is expected for multiple reasons:
The Host is powered off.
The Host is not booted to the operating system.
The Agent Service is not running.
The Agent Service is not registered or has an unauthorized Token.
There is a network connectivity problem.
The Agent is completing the token renewal process which happens:
Every 24 hours (default value, to change it please refer to the Advanced Settings section of the User Guide).
During the Manager initialization.
Every time a Session is closed.

Troubleshooting a disconnected Agent
1. Check if the machine is powered on.
2. Verify that the operating system is running.
3. Verify that the machine has a network connection.
4. Make sure that the Agent Service is running.
5. Run the AgentConfig to re-register the Agent. Please refer to ZCentral Connect AgentConfig section of the User Guide for information.
If after executing the steps above, the Agent is still presenting connectivity issues, some properties can be changed to mitigate these problems. To find out more about the Agent
settings file, please refer to the Advanced Settings section of the Agent Deployment Guide.

Properties to consider changing
MessageBusKeepAlive:
The Keep Alive ensures that the connection between the Manager and the Agent is still active. Both the Manager and the Agent will disconnect if the Keep Alive Message is not
received in time.
When deployed in bad network conditions, the Keep Alive Period may be increased to reduce the possibility of automatic disconnects. The maximum possible value is 65535
seconds (equivalent to 18h 12min 15 sec). The Keep Alive mechanism can be disabled if the interval is set to 0.
MessageBusCommunicationTimeout:
The Timeout can be increased to mitigate disconnections in a network that has a high latency from Agents to Broker.
MessageBusReconnectionWaitTime:
The reconnection wait time controls how often Agents will try to reconnect to the Manager after a connection loss. This wait time can be increased if ZCentral Connect is
managing a large number of Agents to reduce the load in the Manager service and mitigate disconnection problems in all Agents.

4.4. Agent does not start after Windows reboot
If ZCentral Connect Agent service does not automatically start after a reboot, it is possible that the system where the Manager was installed has too many initialization tasks and
is not able to start all services in a timely fashion. To overcome this problem, there are two possible solutions:
Solution 1: Update ZCentral Connect Agent service configuration to 'Delayed Start'
Open '''services.msc''' as an Administrator.
Find the '''HP ZCentral Connect Agent''' entry, right-click on it and access the '''Properties''' option.
On Startup type, change the default '''Automatic''' option to '''Automatic (Delayed Start)'''.
Click OK.
With this option, ZCentral Connect Agent will start only when all the other initialization tasks of the Operating System are complete.

Solution 2: Update services timeout in the registry - Open '''regedit''', the Windows Registry Editor, as an Administrator - Navigate to
'''HKEYLOCALMACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control''' - With the control folder selected, right click in the pane on the right and select new DWORD Value - Name the new
DWORD: ServicesPipeTimeout - Right-click ServicesPipeTimeout, and then click Modify - Click Decimal, type '180000', and then click OK
With this option the default service startup timeout will be changed from the default of 30 seconds to 180 seconds (3 minutes).

4.5. Agent fails to connect due to high-latency network
On some networks where the latency is too high, or the connection is slow such as with cloud instances, the default network parameters may not be sufficient. If ZCentral
Connect Agent is receiving timeout errors, consider changing MessageBus properties in the Agent's settings.json file to match the following:
{
"MessageBusReconnectionWaitTime": 10,
"MessageBusCommunicationTimeout": 60
}

5. Troubleshooting Intel® AMT
5.1. First Steps
If ZCentral Connect is not able to connect with Intel® AMT on a workstation, there might be a configuration or network issue. The first step to diagnose the issue is to access the
Intel® AMT web interface. From any browser, try accessing http://<hostname/ip>:16992 or https://<hostname/ip>:16993. Port 16993 is the one used by ZCentral
Connect, since it is the TLS enabled port. If the web interface is reachable by port 16992 and not by port 16993, TLS may need to be configured in the AMT interface. If unable to
access and authenticate with the web interface from either port, see Configuration Diagnosis below for next steps. Otherwise, there could be a problem with ZCentral Connect
integration. See Table of Errors for further diagnosis.

5.2. Configuration Diagnosis
If AMT Integration with ZCentral Connect is not working, and the AMT web interface is not accessible, troubleshoot with the following steps:
1. Only 1 network interface is used as an interface for the AMT device. Make sure that the hostname/ip being used is for the correct network interface (Will be marked on Z
Workstations).
2. If static IPs are used in the OS the AMT device needs to be configured to match.
3. Make sure your Intel® ME firmware is up to date. See Updating Intel® Management Engine Firmware below for steps on how to update.
4. Ensure that the AMT device has been provisioned. This can be done manually through the Intel® Management Engine BIOS Extension (Intel® MEBx) menu or with other
Intel® tools such as Intel® Setup and Configuration Software. See the Integrating With Intel® AMT section of the User Guide for information.

5.3. Secure Connection Failure
If the ZCentral Connect Manager is unable to establish a secure connection with a provisioned AMT device there could be one of multiple errors occurring.
1. The Intel® ME firmware is out of date. The first step should always be to update Intel® ME firmware to the latest available version. See Updating Intel® Management
Engine Firmware below for steps on how to perform the update.
2. Mutual TLS validation failed. When configured for mTLS, if the AMT device cannot validate the client certificate used by the Manager, the connection will not be
established. See the Mutual TLS section of the User Guide for more information.
3. The AMT device requires a TLS version not supported by the Manager. Using AMT devices with version older than 12 will require TLS 1.1 and SHA1 hash enabled for
outbound connections in the system where the Manager is installed. See Enabling TLS 1.1 and SHA1 for AMT Connections below for steps on how to configure.

5.4. Updating Intel® Management Engine Firmware
1. Visit https://support.hp.com/us-en/drivers/desktops.
2. Search for your Workstation model.
3. Expand the Firmware section.
4. Look for an update to the Intel® Management Engine Firmware.
5. Download and install the update.

5.5. Enabling TLS 1.1 and SHA1 for AMT Connections
AMT devices with version older than 12 require TLS 1.1 and SHA1 hashes to be enabled in the system where the ZCentral Connect Manager is installed. Follow the steps below to
ensure this configuration is setup properly.
Enabling TLS 1.1:
1. Click on the start menu, search for the Registry Editor app (regedit.exe) and open it. Navigate to the path
[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\SecurityProviders\SCHANNEL\Protocols].
2. Under [HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\SecurityProviders\SCHANNEL\Protocols\TLS 1.1], open the subkey called
Client. If there is no subkey present then TLS 1.1 is supported for outbound connections.
3. Look for a DWORD entry named Enabled (create one if it does not already exist) and set its value to 0x1.
Enabling SHA1:
1. Click on the start menu, search for the Registry Editor app (regedit.exe) and open it. Navigate to the path
[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\SecurityProviders\SCHANNEL\Hashes].
2. Under [HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\SecurityProviders\SCHANNEL\Hashes\SHA], look for a DWORD entry named
Enabled. If it exists set its value to 0xffffffff. If it does not exist then SHA1 is supported.

5.6. System Events
Validate subscriptions were set properly
1. Ensure that the Host has no errors detected. If there are no errors detected then the status column on the Hosts page for the Host will contain a green checkmark. If
there are any errors the column will contain a red warning icon. Clicking on the icon will display a list of the errors affecting the status. If an error occurs while trying to
subscribe to events, the following error will be added to the Host: "Failed to subscribe Host to system events from AMT. Retry the operation by refreshing the host. If the
problem persists, contact support."
2. Ensure that the AMT column on the Hosts page for the Host is displaying Ready.
If it is displaying Pending, it is necessary to wait until it has transitioned to Ready to receive events.
If it is displaying Unmanaged, edit the Host, check Manage Host With AMT option and click Apply.

If it is displaying Error it means that the Manager had a problem connecting to the AMT device. The details of the error will be available in the management
panel for that Host. View the AMT Errors section of this page for more information on each error.
3. Ensure that the Manager is using a certificate which is signed by a Certificate Authority (CA). If a self-signed certificate is being used, a notification will be shown informing
that System Events require a certificate signed by a CA.
4. If all the above criteria are met, the Hosts page should look similar to the following:

5. Verify if the host is correctly subscribed to events in the AMT device. Follow the steps below using MeshCommander:
1. After downloading and installing MeshCommander, open it.
2. In the MeshCommander main screen, click on Add Computer...

3. A modal will be opened, add your AMT device details such as hostname and credentials here.

4. Click OK. The MeshCommander main screen will now show the added AMT device. Click on Connect to connect to the AMT device.

5. Once connected, the following System Status screen will appear.

6. Once the Subscriptions tab appears on the left side, click on it. All existing subscriptions are listed on this screen.

7. A subscription to the Manager hostname and port should be listed here. If not, this issue can be fixed by going back to the Manager, going into the Hosts page,
clicking on the Host and finally clicking on the Refresh Monitoring Data button in the Manage Host panel.

8. Once the Security Settings tab appears on the left side, click on it. All existing certificates are listed on this screen.

9. The Certificate Authority (CA) that signed the certificate used by the Manager should be listed here. If not, this issue can be fixed by going back to the Manager,
going into the Hosts page, clicking on the Host and finally clicking on the Refresh Monitoring Data button in the Manage Host panel.
NOTE System Events are sent by the AMT device after a 30 seconds window. That means, it might take more than 30 seconds for the ZCentral Connect Manager to receive a new
event, depending on the network traffic.

Cleaning up AMT Subscriptions
An AMT device supports up to 9 subscriptions. If this limit is reached, the Manager will show an error when trying to subscribe to System Events: "The maximum number of
subscriptions has already been reached for the AMT device in this Host. Please follow the steps in the Troubleshooting guide to remove existing subscriptions". Unused or existing
subscriptions must be manually removed from the AMT device before the Manager can subscribe the Host to System Events.
Follow the steps below using MeshCommander to remove subscriptions from the AMT device:
1. After downloading and installing MeshCommander, open it.
2. In the MeshCommander main screen, click on Add Computer...

3. A modal will be opened, add your AMT device details such as hostname and credentials here.

4. Click OK. The MeshCommander main screen will now show the added AMT device. Click on Connect to connect to the AMT device.

5. Once connected, the following System Status screen will appear.

6. Once the Subscriptions tab appears on the left side, click on it. All existing subscriptions are listed on this screen. Click on the one you want to delete.

7. Once the modal appears with the subscription details, click on Delete to delete the subscription.

NOTE After a Manager hostname change, AMT subscriptions have to be renewed by the Manager. This can be done by going into the Manager's Hosts page, clicking in the Refresh

Monitoring Data button in the Manage Host panel. In these cases, existing subscriptions to the previous Manager hostname will be kept in the AMT device and it can be manually
removed.

Cleaning up AMT Certificates
An AMT device supports up to 4 trusted root certificates. If this limit is reached, the Manager will show an error when trying to subscribe to System Events: "The maximum
number of trusted root certificates has already been reached for the AMT device in this Host. Please follow the steps in the Troubleshooting guide to remove existing certificates".
Unused or existing trusted root certificates must be manually removed from the AMT device before the Manager can subscribe the Host to events.
Follow the steps below using MeshCommander to remove certificates from the AMT device:
1. After downloading and installing MeshCommander, open it.

2. In the MeshCommander main screen, click on Add Computer...

3. A modal will be opened, add your AMT device details such as hostname and credentials here.

4. Click OK. The MeshCommander main screen will now show the added AMT device. Click on Connect to connect to the AMT device.

5. Once connected, the following System Status screen will appear.

6. Once the Security Settings tab appears on the left side, click on it. All existing certificates are listed on this screen. Click on the one you want to delete.

7. Once the modal appears with the certificate details, click on Delete to delete the certificate.

NOTE If the Certificate Authority (CA) that signs the certificate used by the Manager changes, the previous CA will be kept in the AMT device and it can be manually removed.

Backup/Restore

If the ZCentral Connect Manager hostname changes after a Restore operation, AMT subscriptions have to be renewed by the Manager. This can be done by going into the
Manager's Hosts page, clicking on the Host and then clicking on the Refresh Monitoring Data button in the Manage Host panel.
NOTE In this case, the subscriptions and Certificate Authority (CA) registered to the previous Manager deployment will be kept in the AMT device. The subscription and the
certificates must be manually cleaned up as described above.

Uninstall ZCentral Connect
If the ZCentral Connect Manager is uninstalled, the AMT subscriptions for System Events and the Certificate Authority (CA) used by the Manager, will be kept in the AMT devices. To
avoid having to manually clean up the AMT devices, delete all Hosts before uninstalling the ZCentral Connect Manager. The subscription and the certificates must be manually
cleaned up as described above.

Manually checking Events
Follow the steps below using MeshCommander to manually see the events that happened on the AMT device:
1. After downloading and installing MeshCommander, open it.
2. In the MeshCommander main screen, click on Add Computer...

3. A modal will be opened, add your AMT device details such as hostname and credentials here.

4. Click OK. The MeshCommander main screen will now show the added AMT device. Click on Connect to connect to the AMT device.

5. Once connected, the following System Status screen will appear.

6. Once the Event Log tab appears on the left side, click on it. All events that happened are listed on this screen. Click on the one you want to see details.

7. Once the modal appears with the event details, click on More to see more details about the event.

6. Table of Errors
6.1. Active Directory Errors
Error Code

Description

Resolution

Failed to contact Active

The Manager has failed to contact the Active Directory

Join the computer that the Manager is installed on to an AD domain. If it is already

Directory server. Please join
this computer to a domain.

domain controller. It will not be able to authenticate
users or import items from the AD domain.

joined, check the network connection and the availability of the AD domain controller.
Try again when both of these things are known to be available.

Cannot find the User in

User could not be found in Active Directory.

Make sure the User is part of the same Active Directory domain where the Manager is

Active Directory.

installed.

6.2. ZCentral Connect Licensing Errors
Error Code

Description

Resolution

No valid license found.

This error occurs when there is no valid license found
when the ZCentral Connect Manager service starts.

Refer to the Troubleshooting Licensing section above for more
information on possible reasons for a license checkout failure.

License has expired.

This error occurs when a valid trial license expires.

See the Licensing section of the User Guide for information on
purchasing and renewing a license.

The maximum number of Sessions
allowed by the license has been reached.

This error occurs when a User tries to create a new Session
and the limit of the license file has been reached.

No actions are required. However, one or more Sessions can be
released to allow for a new Session.

6.3. Intel® AMT Errors
Error Code

Description

Resolution

Could not connect with

The Manager was not able to connect to the Intel® AMT

Please make sure the connection options are correct and check if the AMT version on

AMT.

device on the remote Host.

the Host is greater than 9.0. If the problem persists, please contact support.

Credentials provided are
unauthorized for use with

The Manager was unable to authenticate with the AMT
device.

Make sure that the account running the Manager has permissions to access the AMT
device (Kerberos Authentication) or verify the correct username and password are

AMT.
Error while invoking AMT.

being used (Digest Authentication).
This is an unexpected error while the Manager was

Please make sure the connection options are correct and check if the AMT version on

trying to interact with the Intel® AMT device on a remote

the Host is greater than 9.0. If the problem persists, please contact support.

Host.
Unable to find certificate

The Manager cannot find the appropriate certificate in

Please verify that the certificate being used is correct and it is in the personal

with subject for AMT

the certificate store to enable Mutual TLS in the AMT

certificate store accessible by the Manager.

mutual authentication.

communication.

Failed to setup a secure
connection.

The Manager was unable to setup a secure TLS
connection to the AMT device. This could be due to

Update Intel® ME firmware, ensure a TLS connection can be established, and ensure
mTLS has been setup correctly if the AMT device requires it. See the Secure

supported security features, Mutual TLS certificate

Connection Failure section of this guide for more information.

validation failing, or outdated Intel® ME firmware.
AMT is not ready to be

The requested action cannot be started because the

Wait a few minutes and if the problem continues, make sure the AMT configuration is

used on this Host.

Manager was not able to successfully communicate
with the AMT device on the Host yet.

correct on both the Manager and on the Host.

The TLS certificate from

The server certificate on the AMT device is not valid in

Verify that the certificate of the AMT device is valid on the computer where the

AMT is not trusted by this

the certificate store of the computer where the

Manager is installed. Accessing the AMT device from the browser at

machine.

Manager is installed.

https://hostip:16993, can help you tell if the computer that the Manager is installed
on trusts the certificate.

AMT operation is not

The requested power operation is not available. This

Please make sure your Intel® AMT version is 9.0 or greater and wait a few minutes

currently available.

could happen if the Host is still booting or if it does not

for your Host to boot. Also keep in mind that Graceful operations such as graceful

have support for the targeted operation.

shutdown and graceful restart are only available if the Host has the Intel®
Management and Security Application Local Management Service installed.

Operation not supported

The Manager only supports power cycling operations

Try updating your AMT version.

on this version of AMT.

through AMT versions 9 and greater.

An unexpected error

This can occur while performing an AMT operation (e.g.

Refer to the Intel® AMT section above for more information on updating Intel® ME

occurred.

Power On).

firmware.

Failed to subscribe Host to

The Manager was not able to subscribe the Host to

Retry the operation by refreshing the host. If the problem persists, check if the

System Events from AMT.

listen for events.

hostname used by the Manager is a Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) or an IP
address.

The maximum number of

An AMT device supports at maximum 9 subscriptions.

Follow the section Cleaning up AMT Subscriptions above to remove subscriptions

subscriptions has already
been reached for the AMT

Unused or existing subscriptions must be manually
removed from the AMT device before the Manager can

from the AMT device.

device in this Host.

subscribe the Host to events.

Error Code

Description

Resolution

The maximum number of

An AMT device supports at maximum 4 trusted root

Follow the section Cleaning up AMT Certificates above to remove certificates from

trusted root certificates
has already been reached

certificates. Unused or existing trusted root certificates
must be manually removed from the AMT device before

the AMT device.

for the AMT device in this

the Manager can subscribe the Host to events.

Host.
Failed to add the Connect

The Manager was not able send its certificate to the

Retry the operation by refreshing the host. If the problem persists, check your

certificate into the Host's
AMT device.

AMT device, thus was not able to subscribe the Host to
listen for events.

network connection to the AMT device.

6.4. ZCentral Connect General Errors
Error Code

Description

Resolution

Cannot start a new action

The Manager only allows a single Host action to

Wait for current action to complete.

while another one is

run on a Host at a time.

running.
Action cannot be stopped.

The Manager does not allow an Action to be

Wait for current action to complete. If necessary, undo it after completion.

cancelled.
Timeout reached for this

After a set system timeout, there was no

Verify your connection to the network. If it is working, the Host is probably unreachable or

action.

response for the queued action.

unresponsive.

The current platform does
not support the

The Manager requires .NET Framework 4.7.1.

Make sure .NET Framework 4.7.1 is installed.

Unexpected cryptographic
error has occurred.

An unexpected error has occurred when
reading/writing encrypted data.

Please verify the error details and contact support if the error persists.

Cannot remove a Host

A power operation action has been queued for

Wait for the action to complete, retry deleting after it completes.

while a Host action is

this Host and is still running. The Host cannot be

running.

deleted until this action completes.

Cannot create a Session as

The User has started a Session and it has not

The User must to close their active Session or resume work on the active Session. Try

the User already has one.

been closed yet. Starting a second Session is

refreshing the browser page to see the current Session state.

Cryptography API: Next
Generation.

not allowed.
Cannot delete a Private

The User in the Private Host association has an

Host association that has a
User with an active

active Session with their Host. Deletion is not
allowed until the Session is closed.

The active Session for this User must be closed, retry deleting after it is closed.

Session.
Cannot remove a Host that

The Host is being used in an active Session

The active Session for the User with this Host must be closed, retry deleting after it is

is being used in an active

created by a User. Deletion is not allowed until

closed.

Session.

the Session is closed.

Cannot delete a Pool that

The Pool has a Host (or Hosts) being used in an

All active Sessions for Users with this Pool's Hosts must be closed, retry deleting after they

has a Host being used in an

active Session created by a User (or Users) in the

are closed.

active Session.

Pool's Security Groups. Deletion is not allowed
until all Sessions using this Pool's Hosts are
closed.

Cannot delete a Security

The Security Group has a User (or Users) in an

All active Sessions for the Users in this Security Group must be closed, retry deleting after

Group that has a User with

active Session. Deletion is not allowed until all

they are closed.

an active session.

Sessions for Users in the Security Group are
closed.

Cannot remove a User with

The User is in an active Session. Deletion is not

The active Session of the User must be closed, retry deleting after it is closed.

an active Session.

allowed until the Session is closed.

Cannot remove a Host that

There is a Private Host association between this

Delete the Private Host association that binds this Host to a User in the "Private Hosts" tab,

is owned by a User.

Host and a User. The Host cannot be deleted
while the association exists.

retry deleting after it is deleted.

Cannot remove a User that

There is a Private Host association between this

Delete the Private Host association for this User in the "Private Hosts" tab, retry deleting

has a Private Host.

User and a Host. The User cannot be deleted

after it is deleted.

while the association exists.
Resource cannot be

This resource has been modified while the edit

updated because it was

panel was open.

Refresh the web page and retry the operation.

modified.
Invalid Username.

The input Username does not match any

Verify that the Username is correct and that the User exists under the "Users" tab. Create a

registered User.

new User if necessary.

Error Code

Description

Resolution

Invalid Username or

The Username or Password entered do not

Retype the password and try to log in again. To recover the Administrator password,

Password.

match any valid User or Administrator

execute the HP ZCentral Connect Config App by following the instructions described in the

credentials.

Recovering HP ZCentral Connect Administrator Password section of the User Guide. Once
logged in, the Administrator password can be changed following instructions described in
the Changing the Administrator Password section of the User Guide.

Cannot login with

The Manager cannot be logged in using an

anonymous account.

Anonymous Active Directory Account. This can

Users have to login with a domain account.

happen if Users press OK on the Windows Login
pop-up.
Exception while reading or

This is an unexpected error with the Manager

Recover the Administrator password by executing the HP ZCentral Connect Config App and

writing the Administrator

Administrator password.

follow the instructions described in the Recovering HP ZCentral Connect Manager

Password file.
There is no Host available.

Administrator password section. If the problem persists, please contact support.
This can happen when: all Hosts assigned to the
User's Security Group via Pools are in use; the

Either all Hosts assigned to the User's Security Group via Pools are in use or the User has no
Host assigned. Verify that the User belongs to at least one Security Group that has a Pool of

User is not a member of any Security Groups

Hosts available for use or create a Private Host association for the User.

that have Pools with Hosts available; the User
does not have a Private Host association
User is not authorized to

User requested access to a Host that was not

access this Host.

checked out for them.

User cannot create session

This can happen if the logged in User is trying to

on behalf of other.

access resources on behalf of another one.

The User will have to create a Session first, before it can access the Host.
Refresh the web browser and try logging in again.

Users can only request to access resources for
themselves.
User cannot delete session

This can happen if the logged in User is trying to

created by other.

close a Session on behalf of another one. Users

Refresh the web browser and try logging in again.

can interact with their own Session.
The Private Host assigned

This can happen if the Host assigned to that

Administrator has to delete the Session associated with that Host.

to you is already in a

User is still in a Session from a different

Session.

assignment.

Error! Another resource is

The Manager does not allow resources of the

Verify that the resource does not already exist. If it does, choose a different name for the

already registered with the
same name.

same type to have the same name.

new resource.

Error! A Host and a User

A Private Host association requires both a Host

Verify that you have chosen both resources correctly, neither can be missing.

are required.

and a User for the assignment. An association
cannot be created unless one of each is
selected.

Host is already assigned to

The Host cannot be assigned to another User or

Delete the Private Host association created for this Host before assigning it to a User or

a User.

Pool if it is already in a Private Host association.

Pool.

Host is already in a Pool. It

The Host cannot be assigned to a User in a

Remove the Host from the existing Pool before assigning it to a User.

cannot be assigned to a
User.

Private Host association if it is already in a Pool.

The following Hosts are

A Host cannot be assigned to a Pool if it is

Verify the Hosts that are being assigned to the Pool and delete any Private Host

already assigned to a User.

already part of a Private Host association.

associations for them. After ensuring that none of the Hosts are part of a Private Host

They cannot be assigned to

association, retry assigning the Hosts to the Pool.

a Pool.
The User does not belong

The Manager could not find the Security Group

This can happen if the User's Security Group or associations change while the User has an

to a Security Group.

the User belonged to when the Session was

active Session. Reverting the changes will allow the User to close the Session.

created.
Security Group not found.

Name of the Security Group does not match any
Security Groups in Active Directory.

Make sure the Security Group name is correct in Active Directory and retry the search.

Error deleting - no such

The following resources were already deleted.

No actions are required.

The Host is associated to a Pool. Removing the
Host from the system is not allowed until the

Remove the Host from the Pool it is assigned to.

resource exists.
Cannot remove a Host that
is assigned to a Pool.

Host is removed from the association with the
Pool.
The Host cannot prevent

The Agent version installed in the Host does not

Unmanaged Connections,
Agent is outdated.

support the '''Prevent Unmanaged Connections'''
functionality.

The Host cannot prevent

The Remote Boost Sender version installed in

Unmanaged Connections,

the Host does not support the '''Prevent

Remote Boost Sender is
outdated.

Unmanaged Connections''' functionality.

Upgrade the installed Agent to the latest version.

Upgrade the installed Remote Boost Sender to the latest version.

Error Code

Description

Resolution

This Host has been added
to a Pool with features

The Agent version installed in the Host does not
support Advanced Administrator Features such

Upgrade the installed Agent to the latest version.

enabled that require Agent

as Offer only Remote Boost ready Hosts,

Monitoring.

Prevent Unmanaged Connections and
Automatically Release Hosts.

The Remote Boost Sender

The Remote Boost Sender is not installed or is

on this Host is not running.

not running in the Host.

The Hardware Monitor

The Hardware Monitor is not installed or is not

service on this Host is not

running in the Host.

Install the Remote Boost Sender or start the Remote Boost Sender service in the Host.
Install the Hardware Monitor or start the Hardware Monitor service in the Host.

running.
There is an Unmanaged

A User is logged into a Host that has not been

Use the Prevent Unmanaged Connections option in Pools to prevent unauthorized Users

Connection to this Host.

checked out by that same User.

from connecting with Hosts using Remote Boost. More details about this functionality can
be found in the Prevent Unmanaged Connections section in the User Guide.

Failed to configure
Database connection.

An error occurred when attempting to configure
the database connection.

Check the log located at %PROGRAMDATA%\HP\ZCentralConnectManagerfor more
details.

The setting

When running on SQL Server database, you

Check the settings file located at %PROGRAMDATA%\HP\ZCentralConnectManager and

'DatabaseConnectionString'

must provide a valid Database connection string

ensure the DatabaseConnectionString is valid.

is missing.

in the settings file

6.5. ZCentral Connect Reservation Errors
Error Code

Description

Resolution

Cannot create/edit Reservation, no Users were

During Reservation creation/editing, when no User was selected for

Please assign at least one User to the

assigned.

the Reservation.

Reservation.

Reservation start time cannot be in the past.

During Reservation creation, when selected Start time is in past.

Please make sure reservation start time is not
in the past.

Reservation end time cannot be before start time.

During Reservation creation, when selected End time is before

Please make sure reservation end time is not

selected Start time.

before start time.

Reservation duration must be {0} minutes or

During Reservation creation, when reservation duration is less than

Please extend the duration of the reservation.

greater.

the minimum reservation time.

Reservation duration must be {0} minutes or less.

During Reservation creation, when reservation duration is above the

Please shorten the duration of the

maximum reservation time or above the Pool reservation duration

reservation.

limit.
The Pool you have requested is missing or you are

During Reservation creation, when a reservation user have no access

Please try again. If the problem persists,

unauthorized to access it.

to the pool.

contact the Administrator.

The number of Users requested ({0}) exceeds the

During Reservation creation, when number of reservation users

Scheduler: Please try reducing the number of

number of Hosts assigned to the Pool ({1}).

exceeds the amount of hosts assigned to the target pool.

Users or contact the Administrator.
Admin : Add additional Hosts to the Pool to
fulfill the requested Reservation.

Only the Pool Schedulers can reserve Hosts.

During Reservation creation when the target pool has “only

Please contact the Administrator.

schedulers can reserve hosts” enabled but the reservation requester
is not a scheduler.
The number of generated occurrences exceeds the

During Reservation creation, when reservation recurrence expansion

Please reduce the End after count or shorten

maximum of {0} occurrences.

results in more occurrences than are allowed in the
RecurrenceCountLimit setting.

the End by date and try again.

There are no Hosts assigned to this Pool.

During Reservation creation, when no Hosts have been assigned to

User & Scheduler: Please contact the

Pool.

Administrator.
Admin : Add additional Hosts to the Pool to
fulfill the requested Reservation.

The reservation request exceeds the current

During Reservation creation, when there are overlapping occurrences

User & Scheduler: Reducing the Reservation

availability of hosts in this pool.

with not enough Hosts in the target pool.

length may help find an available Host.
Admin : Add additional Hosts to the Pool to
fulfill the requested Reservation.

Reservations are not enabled for this Pool.

During Reservation creation, when reservation pool “enable Host

User & Scheduler: Please contact the

reservations” not enabled.

Administrator.
Admin : Please enable Reservations for the
Pool.

Unable to generate occurrences for Reservation:

During Reservation creation, when failing to create occurrence.

{0}.
Unable to parse recurrence pattern string: {0}.
Reservation recurrence must have a Count or Until
Limit.

Refer to the Userguide for details on
recurrence rules.

During Reservation creation, when unable to parse recurrence

Refer to the Userguide for details on

pattern.

recurrence rules.

During Reservation creation, when a repeating pattern is specified but
no occurrence count or end by date is specified.

Refer to the Userguide for details on
recurrence rules.

Error Code

Description

Resolution

End by date must be {0} days or less.

During Reservation creation, when recurrence pattern end by date is

Please shorten the End by date and try again.

farther than RecurrenceUntilLimitDays.
End after count exceeds the limit of {0}

During Reservation creation, when recurrence End by count is greater

Please lower the End after count and try

occurrences.

than RecurrenceCountLimit.

again.

Maximum duration for Reservations is too short.

During Pool creation or edit, when Pool is enabled for Reservation

Extend Pool's maximum duration for

and reservationDurationLimit is enabled and limit duration set to 0
hours and 0 minutes.

Reservations.

During Reservation creation when no pools are available for

Enable pool for reservation or contact

reservation.

Administrator.

Reservation duration cannot be 0 minutes or less.

During an immediate reservation creation when reservation duration
is set to 0 minutes.

Please extend the reservation duration.

End time must occur after the Start time.

During Reservation creation, when reservation end time is set before

Change end time to be after start time.

No Reservation enabled Pools available.

start time.
End by date must occur after the Start date.

During Reservation creation, when reservation End by date is set
before Start date.

Change End By date to be after Start date.

Scheduler(s) cannot be assigned to a Pool that does

Pool does not have the Reservations option enabled.

Enable Reservations for this Pool or remove

not have Reservations enabled.
Cannot remove User {0} that has Reservation(s)

the Scheduler(s) from the Pool.
There are active Reservations for this User.

scheduled for this Pool.

Delete all Reservations for this User first, then
remove the User from the Pool.

The Pool cannot accommodate this Reservation

There are not enough Hosts available in the Pool for the selected

Choose a different time or a different Pool

request.

time slot.

where Hosts are available.

The Reservation you are trying to edit doesn’t exist.

During Reservation editing, when trying to edit a Reservation that

Please verify that the Reservation still exists.

It may have been deleted.

either doesn't exist or has been deleted.

The author of this Reservation cannot be modified.

When editing a Reservation through the API to change the User who

Please do not change the author of the

created the Reservation.

Reservation.

The type of Reservation (IsOnTheFly: instant

When editing Reservation through the API to change Reservation

Do not change the Reservation type while

reservation created from the Active Sessions page)
cannot be changed.

type (on the fly).

editing.

Unauthorized editing for instant Reservation

When editing a Reservation created from the Active Sessions page.

Verify that only the Name or ReservationEnd

created from the Active Sessions page.

fields were changed for the OnTheFly
Reservation.

Cannot delete a reservation that has an active
Session.

When trying to delete a Reservation with an active Session running.

The active Session must be closed.

Unauthorized access to the reservation.

When trying to access a Reservation not owned by the user or to a

Consult with your Administrator.

Pool that the user is not an assigned Scheduler.
You cannot edit an instant Reservation created
from the Active Sessions page.

When editing a reservation created from the Active Sessions page.

Reservations created from the Active Sessions
page cannot be edited.

You are not authorized to edit this Reservation.

When trying to edit a Reservation without proper authorization.

Please contact the Administrator.

Reservation not found. The Reservation may have

When attempting to generate an ICS file for non-existing Reservation.

Please verify that the Reservation exists.

When editing a Reservation with active Session running.

Verify there are no active Sessions running for

been deleted.
Cannot edit a Reservation that has an active
Session.

this Reservation before attempting to edit and
try again.

Cannot delete a Reservation that has an active
Session.

When trying to delete a Reservation with active Session running.

The active Session must be closed.

Unauthorized to delete the Reservation with name

When trying to delete a Reservation not owned by the user or to a

Consult with your Administrator or Scheduler.

{0}.

Pool that the user is not an assigned Scheduler.

Cannot create/edit Reservation, no Users were

When creating/editing a Reservation for others and no User is

Please assign at least one User to the

assigned.

selected.

Reservation.

Reservation name cannot be N/A or None.

When Reservation name is set to either n/a or none.

Please choose a different Reservation name.

You have reached the maximum amount of

When a User has reached the amount of Reservations they are

Delete an existing Reservation from the Pool

Reservations you are allowed to create in this Pool.

allowed to create against a single Pool. The threshold can be different

in question to create another or contact the

for different Pools.

Administrator.

The number of Users requested ({0}) exceeds the

When the number of the Reservation selected Users exceeds the

Please try reducing the number of Users

number of Hosts assigned to the Pool ({1}).

target Pool current number of Hosts available.

selected or contact the Administrator.

For any other error not listed above, please contact HP Support.
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